
RegioNet Schweinfurt Selects GiaX for
deployment of their Broadband Services

RegioNet Schweinfurt GmbH, a leading German regional

Internet Service Provider, has selected the GiaX™ IRIS

solution for their broadband internet services

ERLANGEN, GERMANY, May 9, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ -- RegioNet Schweinfurt GmbH, a leading

Today`s gigabit bandwidth

requirements typically

require housing associations

and homeowners

associations to deploy fiber

into the buildings, yet the

cost is often prohibitive to

do so.”

Sebastian Landgraf, Head of

Broadband Engineering,

Stadtwerke Schweinfurt

German regional Internet Service Provider, has announced

it has selected GiaX™, a leader in innovation for coaxial

networks, for deployment of their broadband internet

service using the GiaX IRIS™ product portfolio. Together

with Stadtwerke Schweinfurt GmbH, RegioNet is expanding

the fiber optic network in Schweinfurt and the surrounding

area.

IRIS provides broadband service providers such as

RegioNet with the means to re-use the in-building coaxial

networks when deploying Fiber to the building. As no civil

works are required service providers can save significant

cost whilst outexecuting competitors on both the service

activation time and high-bandwidth offerings. 

IRIS is a natural extension of Fiber solutions with the ability to offer symmetrical services beyond

the 1 Gbps. The IRIS portfolio is an end2end solution with both IRIS Network Controllers (NC) and

IRIS CPE. The NCs come in both indoor and outdoor options with a variety of port configurations

ranging from 1 to 24 RF ports. Each RF port can host up to 31 IRIS CPE and is suitable for single-

family homes as well as MDUs and multi-tenant living, leisure and work environments. The IRIS

CPE portfolio offers both modems as well as WIFI enabled home gateways. 

“Today`s gigabit bandwidth requirements typically require housing associations and

homeowners associations to deploy fiber into the buildings, yet the cost is often prohibitive to

do so, whilst at the same time using the existing copper wire infrastructure is unable to deliver

gigabit services. The GiaX IRIS solution solves these problems, it provides a high level of flexibility

using different frequency bands that allowed us to keep existing digital TV services in place.",

said Sebastian Landgraf, Head of Broadband Engineering, Stadtwerke Schweinfurt GmbH 

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.stadtwerke-sw.de/internet
http://www.giax.io
https://www.giax.de/en/products/iris


IRIS-NC-3G-20RF4

"We are proud to have been working with the

RegioNet team, it shows IRIS can complement

existing solutions and is able to deploy symmetrical

Gigabit services that can go well beyond the 1 Gbps

using the existing in building coax network

infrastructure.", said Jörg Hellwig, CEO and founder

of GiaX.”Thanks to the agility in our IRIS solution, we

were able to fit into the available frequency

spectrum (550Mhz to 1050Mhz).”

For more information on our IRIS Portfolio, please

visit http://www.giax.io

ABOUT RegioNet Schweinfurt GmbH.

As a regional fiber operator, RegioNet supplies

private and business customers with communication

solutions - from super-fast Internet to TV packages

and site-to-site networking. The company is a 100

percent subsidiary of Stadtwerke Schweinfurt GmbH

and a pioneer in Schweinfurt's fiber optic

expansion.

About GiaX

GiaX, a broadband specialist out of Erlangen, Germany, innovates, develops and markets a

variety of high-performance and highly reliable products for service providers, MDUs, hospitality

and any building with existing coaxial cabling. The company’s IRIS™ product line consists of

Network Controllers and CPE, it offers a means to re-use the in-building coax networks to offer

symmetrical broadband services well beyond the 1Gbps. 

Please visit, www.giax.io for more information.
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try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something

we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable

in today's world. Please see our Editorial Guidelines for more information.
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